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REMARKS ON THE CALCULATION OF RADIATED SOUND FROM COMPRESSOR SHELL SIDE WALLS USING EQUIVALENT CYLINDERS 
by 
H.J. Kim and W. Soedel Ray W. Hettick Laboratories, School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907·1077, U.S.A. 
ABS'IRACf 
In this paper, it is ptoposed to approximate compressor shells of non-circular cross section by equivalent circular cylindrical shells. The sound radiation fmm a point source on a circular cylinder of infinite length is reviewed and the solution is applied to the 501111d rndiation calculation of a finite length circular cylindrical shell, integtating all the point sources on the surface. The sound radiation space is simplified by introducing an infinite cylindrical baffle. Sound tadiation fields arc presented for typical shell modes. It is also pointed out how these single mode results can be superimposed to calculate sound fields due to realistic compressor shell vibrations. 
INTRooucnoN 
This paper introduces the calculation of radiated sound from compressor shell side wall by equivalent cylindets. The paper by D.T. Laitd and K. Cohen [1] sh~ the sound radiation field from a source on a rigid cylinder of infinite length. These results arc repeated and verified for the horizontal amplitude pattern of a rectangular source on an infmitc cylindrical baffle~ by using similar calculations. In addition, the sound radiation calculation of a finite length circular cylindrical shell is presented, using the same technique which was applied to the piston source. The sound radiation of each vibrntion mode of a cylindrical shell will be calculated as CJ~:ample. If more than one mode arc exited, the total sound rmiation field can be calculated by supmimposing the contributions of all modes. 
RADIATION FROM AN INFINlTELY LONG CYLINDER 
The acoustic wave equation in cylindrical cOOtdinatcs r ,q,,z can be expressed as 
(1) 
If the velocity of the cylinder wall is assumed to be 
U(z,4J,t) "" Un cos niP cos It,z e jon, (2) 
the acoustic field can he expressed as the series 
P(r,z,4J)"' l: A.nnR,(r) cos It,z cos niP. 
m,n (3) 
Both the acoustic pressure field and the velocity field have to satisfy the boundary condition at the cylinder wall, which is 
(4) 
Using equation (3), equation (1) becomes 
(.5) 
The solution of equation (5) is a linear combination of the Bessel functions of the first and second kind. 
935 
(6) 
The ratio of the constant B/ A can be determined by noting that the radiated field must tend to be a 
plane wave fonn in the far field For outgoing waves in the far field, the mode in r direction is 
R(r) "'A e ikr, (7) 
or 
R(r) = A (cos kr + i sin Ia), as r -+ ..... (8) 
Using the large-argument asymptotic limit of Bessel functions, 
(9) 
lim Y ( ) ~. ( (2n+l)7t) nx ~ -sm x .. ---, n-+- lt:X: 4 (10) 
lim R() - fT A [ ('- _ (2n+l)7t) !! . ('- (2n+1):n: )] kr-1- r =='"\/ itki- cos IU 4 + A SID ..... • 4 • (11) 
Comparing equation (7) and (10), the coefficient B/A is set to i. Finally, the solution of equation (5) is 
therefore, · . 
(12) 
or 
• .!1) 2 2 1/2 
Rmn(r) =ttn [(k • rt;;.> r] , (13) 
where ~l is the Hankel function of the first kind. COmbining equations (2), (3) and ( 4), 
. 
. . 
2 2 l/2 (1) 2 2 112 
·JmpoUn cos n~ cos kmz e•Cilt_. e"'11 Amn ((k • km) H'n [ (k - km) a) cos n~ cos kmz . (14) 
Therefore, 
Amn (15) 
where the prime of the Henkel function of the fint kind denotes differentiation with respect to the 
argument of the function which is [(k2 - k~) 112 a]. Substituting equations (13) and (15) into equation (3) 
goes, finally, the sound pressure 
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-jCOpoUn H'~l ((k2 - k~) 112r] 
P(r,z,lj)) : I. 112 112 cos n$ cos kn,2 • m,n (k2 - k~) H'~l ((k2 - k~) a] (16) 
RADIATION FROM A RECTANGULAR PISTON ON A RIGID CYLINDER OF INFJNlTE LENGlH 
The rndiation from an infinite cylinder was explained in the far field. In this chapter, the radiation from a piston on a rigid infmite cylinder is presented by using a similar approach. The basic geometry of a rectangular piston on an infinite cylinder is shown in Figure 1. The velocity field of the rectangular piston is 
U = U0 , at (-a< q, <a. -L < z< L), and U = 0, elsewhere. 
This velocity field can be expanded by Fourier transforming it in $ and z direction. In q, direction, 
Also, 
Therefore, 
u~($) =~+I. an cos nlj) + bn sin nlj), 
n 
1 " 1 ~. 2Uo sin ncr. an=- f u(f) cos nlj) dlj) =- JUo cos n$ dlj)-
. It _, It -a nx 
u~($) =I. a0 cos nlj), 
n 
where Do= (a/It), Do= (2U0 sin no:) I (n!t), n= 1,2, .... In z direction, 
where 
1 J'"' 
-11< t "" 1 2sin"'-allr) =- U (z) e zZ dk = U e "'"""dk = - U =-::z:::: '"'z 2!1: -oo z z - o z 2!1: 0 kz 
Therefore, 













where F<kz) =(sin ltzL)/(ltkz) . 
The velocity field is found to be 
(27) 
The acoustic field can be expressed using sepamtion of variables : P(r,cj),z) = R(r) G(cj)) Z(z). From 
equation (1), 
(28) 
. • (I) 2 ,_2 Ill 
The solutton IS Rn(r) =Hii [(k - ""z) r]. which is the same as equation (13). The ~ssure is 
expressed as follows : 
2 2 1/l 
where kr =(k • kz) . Using boundary condition at the cylinder wall, 
Finally, the pressuze field is found to be 





Now, to calculate equation (27) numerically. the integral has to be solved. The stationary-phase 
approximation to the far field of the cylindrical radiator is used to evaluate the inte~tion. To use this 
numerical technique, cylindrical coordinateS need to be transformed to spherical coordinates, which is also 
shown in Figure 1. Using the relations r= R sin n9 • z"" R cos n9, we obtain 
P(R,cj),9) = I. ipwUoancos ncj) 
n 
Using the large argument asymptotic expression far the Hankel function, 





P(R,<fl,8) = :E ipwU gllfFOS n<P e;.:p[ -i(n"'-a}ff'J iSiii8 312 ,( 1 1 dkz . (34) 
1 lt.- r-z-J F(k,;)e;.:p[iR[k,sin8 +k,cos8] 
n kr H n (kra) 
.... 
For the sake of a simpler expression, we set 




The stationary phase technique is based on the fact that the main contribution over the integmion range where <!>(kz) varies slowly with kz while the phase 'l'(kz) fluctuates 111pidly, is relatively small. This . is because of a cancellation effect between neighboring regions which have opposite phase and nearly equal amplitude. Since we have 
We obtain 
and 
_ r=- lll(k:z)exp[ ~+i'l'(kz)] 
I= -v :llt (~)1/2 
a~ 
kz ""kcos8. 
The pressure field is, thus, ready to be calculated numerically ; 
({kR )) Fnk, ..... A 8' ... anexp(·i~21!>> P(R ,. 8) 2 !!!.u expt -cut ~ ~ ... ,.,., = Pk o R · 8 .L. (I) cosn.,., SID n"'O H' 0 (kasin8) 
where 
F(k 8) sin(kLeos8) _.!!. _ ~ cos - kltcos8 ' &o - 11: • 1m - mtt • 






Figure 2 shows the horizontal pressure amplitude pattern for a rec1angular source with ka=l4, a.=3.7 
and 8=90°. which was already presented in [1). The vertical axis is shown in the (dB) scale which is 





P .er = Pressure at q, = 0, Pe = ..f2 . (45) 
Since the ~arion effect will be in ~base at 41=1800, a.hump is expccted to be present at 41=1800. The 
IeCfangular ptston source results of Ftgme 3 are shown tn the actual dB scale whic
h employs p ref = 20 x 
10-6 Pa. 
RESULTS FOR SOUND RADIATION FROM A SIMPLY SUPPORlED CIRCULA
R CYLlNORlCAL 
SHELL( COMPRESSOR) IN AN INFINlTEL Y LONG BAFFLE 
Asswning a simply supported cylindrical shell, the velocity is 
U(q,,z) = Uo I. sin~ ~os nq,. 
m,n 
(46) 
~e velocity modes in q, and z ditection can .be tmnSfonned in the same way as in the case of a rectangu
lar 
ptston source. For even modes of the velOCity modes; when m=2q+l, q=0,1,2,-··, 





where kq=(qlt I L) Since we know F(kz), we can calculate the pressure field from equation (35). Fig
ure 4 
shows the natural frequencies of a simply supported cylindrical shell, calculat





where a=0.07m, h=0.0032m, L=0.2m, m=0.3, E=20.6 x 104 N/mm2 and r
=7.85 x 10-9 Nsec2Jmm4. 
The modes when:: (m,n)=(l,3), (2,4) and (3,5) have the lowest narural frequencies at each m=1,
2 and 3. 
Figure 5 shows the vibrations and the sound radiation patterns of each mod
e in q, din:ction when 
(m,n) = (1,1), (1,2), (1,3) and (1,4). The sound radiation patterns also have nodal lines at the 
same q, as 
the vibration patterns have nodal lines. These nodal lines come from the wave
 cancellation at that region. 
The vibrations and the sound radiation patterns of each mode in z direction are sho
wn in Figure 6, when 
(m,n)=(l,3), (2,4) and (3,5), which co=spond to the lowest narural frequencies of the simply
 supponed 
cylindet at each m. The nodal lines in the radiation pattern can be seen in odd mod
es of the vibration 
panem because the waves are canceled out. The sound pressure level at the fundame
ntalllatUllll frequency, 
where (m,n)=(l,3), would be expected to be highet in a real compressor than the sound pressur
e levels at 
the other narural frequencies where (m,n)=(2,4) and (3,5). 
SOUND RADIATION PATIERN BY1HE SUPERPOSmON OF EACH MODE 
If we know the modal participation in the vibJation of a compressor shell, then the whole sou
nd 
radiation pattern can be calculated by suJIC!i~posing ail the ~~radiation p_attem o~ each mode. Since 
evety single mode will effect the sound radiauon field, the radiauon patterns will ha
ve trregular shapes. 
Figure 7 shows the sound radiation pattern in the q, -~tion if modes (m,n)_= (~,2) !~f~d (1,3) 
dominate the vibrations. Figure 8 shows the sound radtauon panem m
 the z dtrecnon tf modes 
(m,n)=(l,3) and (2,4) dominate. 
940 
CONCLUSION 
The 50\llld radiation pattern of a rectangular pisltlll souree on an infmitc cylinder was reviewed. Using 
the same theory, the radiation field from a finite cylindrical mdiator was solved. And the radiation pattern 
from each mode was shown. 
The actual noise radiation field can be apptlmimatcd by considering all the modes effects. If we know 
the velocity field of a cylindrical shell, then the pressure expression in the far field now can be calculated. 
In a practical sense, if a point pressure souree is el<Citing the compressor shell, the velocity of the shell can 
be calculated by solving the equation of motion of the forced shell vibration. This case resembles to some 
extend the excitation of the compressor shell by a vibrating shock loop or by distributed gas pulsations. 
Once the velocity field is known, the pressure field can be calculated by using the technique which was 
shown in this paper. 
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Point source results for compressor domain at diffen:nt angular locations e : (a) 6=90°, 
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(b) 
Top view of compressor shell : (a) Vibration modes identified 
by (m,n) numbers and (b) sound radiation associated with these modes. 
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Figure4 Natural fm:J. ucncies of a typical compressor shell 
Figure 6 
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Side view of compressor shell : (a) Vibration modes identified by (m,n) numbers and (b) 




Sound radiation in 10p view if modes (m,n)s{1,2) 11nd (1,3) dominate. 
I 
~ I I I 
Sound radiation in side view if modes (m,n)=(l,3) and (2,4) dominate, 
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